CHAPTER 1059

SHORT-TERM EMERGENCY SERVICES FOR CHILDREN

§3891. Definitions
(REPEALED)
SECTION HISTORY

§3891-A. Definitions
(REPEALED)
SECTION HISTORY

§3891-B. Authorization
(REPEALED)
SECTION HISTORY

§3891-C. Contacting parents; consent of parent; child
(REPEALED)
SECTION HISTORY

§3891-D. Length of services
(REPEALED)
SECTION HISTORY

§3891-E. Liability of parents
(REPEALED)
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§3891-F. Rules
(REPEALED)
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§3892. Authorization
(REPEALED)
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(REPEALED)
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§3894. Length of services
(REPEALED)
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§3895. Notification of parents
(REPEALED)
SECTION HISTORY

§3896. Consent of child and parent
(REPEALED)
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§3897. Liability of parents
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SECTION HISTORY

§3898. Rules
(REPEALED)
SECTION HISTORY
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